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INTRODUCTION
Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC; Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC; and Nuclear

Asset Management Company, LLC (collectively, the 'oJoint Petitioners")l jointly submit this

petition respectfully seeking a declaratory ruling from the New York State Public Service
Commission (the "Commission") disclaiming jurisdiction

or abstaining fi'om review

under

Section 70 of the New York Public Service Law ("NYPSL''), or alternatively, an order under

NYPSL Section 70 approving a two-part transaction that will allow Holtec to effectuate its
objective of completing the vast majority of the IPEC Facility decommissioning and securing

'

The Entergy entities, Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC and Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC,

are

hereinafter individually referred to as "ENIP2" and "ENIP3," respectively and, collectively, as "Entergy," Nuclear
Asset Management Company, LLC ("NAMCo") is a subsidiary of Holtec International. As explained below, two

other Holtec International subsidiaries, Holtec Decommissioning lnternational and

Comprehensive

Decommissioning lnternational, LLC, will also be involved in the decommissioning of the IPEC Facility and are
hereinafter individually referred to as "HDI" and l'CDl," respectively and, collectively with NAMCo and Holtec
International, as "Holtec." The generating facilities, Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit l, Indian Point Nuclear
Generating Unit 2, and lndian PointNuclear Generating Unit 3, are individually referred to herein as "IP Unit 1,"
"IP Unit 2," and "IP Unit 3," respectively, and collectively, as the "IPEC Facility."

partial site release by the end of 2036, decades sooner than if the IPEC Facility were to remain

with Entergy and the maximum decommissioning option pursuant to the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's ("NRC") regulations were to be selected under continued Entergy
ownership.2

The two-part transaction will take place after, inter alia,the conditions precedent in the

Membership Interest Purchase and Sale Agreement ("MIPA") have been satisfied.3 First,
Entergy will undertake a series of transfers under an internalreorganization designed to facilitate

the Holtec Transaction that will be initiated with ENIP2's and ENIP3's transfer of the IPEC
Facility together with their other assets and liabilities to two limited liability companies whose
membership interests

will ultimately be owned by another limited liability holding company,

Merchant Properties,

LLC. All entities involved in this internal

wholly-owned subsidiaries

of

reorganization are indirect,

ENIP2 and ENIP3's ultimate parent, Entergy Corporation

(collectively, the "Internal Transfers"). Second, shortly following the internal reorganization,

NAMCo will acquire the membership interests of Merchant Properties, LLC, the limited liability
holding company ultimately owned by Entergy Corporation, resulting in the indirect upstream
transfer of the membership interests in the entities that own the IPEC Facility to NAMCo
pursuant to the terms of the MIPA (individually, the "Holtec Transaction" and together with the

2

See, e.g., Entergy Corporation, "Entergy Agrees To Post-Shutdown Sale of Indian Point Energy Center to Holtec

April 16, 2019) (establishing Holtec will draw on its expertise and pioneering
decommissioning technologies to "accrue tangible benefits to the local community by retuming the site (excluding
the site's heavily shielded storage casks on the storage pad safely storing the spent nuclear fuel) to productive use
much sooner than would occur if Entergy selected the maximum SAFSTOR option under the NRC regulations"),
available at https://electricenergyonline.com/news.php?lD:762tt49"s¡:;58&niveauAQ:O.).
International" (dated

3

The MIPA, by and among ENIP2, ENIP3, NAMCo, and Holtec Intemational was executed on April 15, 2019 and
is attached hereto, in redacted form, as Exhibit 1. Contemporaneously, an unredacted copy of the MIPA has been
submitted to the Commission's Records Access Officer together with a request for exception from disclosure,

2

Internal Transfers, the "Transfers"). The parties are targeting to complete the Internal Transfers
and close the Holtec Transaction inl.1.ay,202l,
Because the Transfers

IPEC Facility

will

occur after the IPEC Facility has been permanently retired, the

will be industrial property that is not subject to the Commission's jurisdiction.

More specifically, in accordance with the IPEC Settlement Agreement, Entergy submitted a
retirement notice for lP Unit2 and IP Unit 3 to the Commission on October 30,2019, stating that
IP Unit 2 and IP Unit 3 will permanently retire no later than April 30,2020 and April 30,2021,

respectively.a IP Unit
generating facilities

I

permanently ceased operations

in 1974. The retirement of all three

will be irreversible, thereby rendering the IPEC Facility industrial property,

not an electric plant, at the time of the Transfers targeted to occur inMay,2021. Thus, the
Commission does not have jurisdiction over either the Internal Transfers

or the

Holtec

Transaction.

In the event, however, the Commission does not disclaim jurisdiction over the Transfers,

the Transfers do not require review under NYPSL Section

70.

First, the Internal Transfers

amount to mere reshuffling of Entergy's corporate structure for internal business purposes. As

and when completed, Entergy Corporation importantly

will, at all times prior to the Holtec

Transaction, remain the ultimate parent. As demonstrated below, similar to other intra-corporate

restructurings previously presented to the Commission, no review of the Internal Transfers is

required. Moreover, the Holtec Transaction requires no further review because, as
a

the

See NYPSC Case 05-E-0889, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission To Establish Policies and Procedures
Regarding Generation Unit Retiremerfs, "Notice of Permanent Retirement of Generating Facility" (dated October
30,2019) (hereinafter, the "IPEC Retirement Notice"). The IPEC Settlement Agreement, dated January 8,2017,
was entered into by and among the State of New York; the Office of the Attorney General of the State of New York;
the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation ("NYSDEC"); the New York State Department of
Health; theNew York State Department of State; theNew York State Depaftment of Public Service; Riverkeeper,
Inc.; ENIP2; ENIP3; and Entergy Nuclear Operations, lnc. ("ENOI") and is referred to herein as the "IPEC

Settlement Agreement."
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Commission has established, fuIINYPSL Section 70 review is not undertaken where, as here, the
transaction involves a transfer of membership interests between merchant parties upstream from
the entity that owns and operates the facility at issue.
Should the Commission nonetheless determine it must review the'l'ranstbrs despite these

facts and precedent, the Transfers are in the public interest, and thus, the Joint Petitioners
respectfully request an order approving them under NYPSL Section 70.s tJtilizing opportunities
unique to its operations and its extensive expertise as established in the resumes set forth in

Exhibit 2, Holtec will initiate decommissioning the IPEC Facility (other than the Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation ("ISFSI")) with the objective

of securing partial site release by

the end of 2036 ("DECON Plan").6 As reflected in Holtec's schedule and financial information

for decommissioning attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and as will be further defined in more detail in
Holtec's PSDAR and DCE to be filed with the NRC, Holtec has addressed the obligations to

be

completed, estimated the costs required to decommission the IPEC Facility, and demonstrated
that the IPEC Facility's Nuclear Decommissioning Trust

('}trDT") funds are sufficiently funded

t The Joint Petitioners

are also seeking approvals, consents, and/or agreements related to the Transfers fiom other
regulatory agencies including the NRC and NYSDEC, Contemporaneously herewith, a license transfer application
is being filecl with the NRC ("LTA"). The parties hereby incorporate the LTA by reference herein, Holtec plans to
submit a Post-Shutdown Decommissioning Activities Report ("PSDAR") and a Decommissioning Cost Estimate
("DCE") to the NRC, for the IPEC Facility on or before December 31,2019. Upon their submission to the NRC, the
Joint Petitioners request that these documents also be incorporated by reference in this Petition. Cunently, Holtec
intends to seek an exemption to permit Nuclear Decommissioning Trust funds to be used for spent fuel management
and site restoration activities at the time it files its DCE and PSDAR.
6

As defined by the NRC, DECON is a "method of decommissioning, in which structures, systems, and components
that contain radioactive contamination are removed from a site and safely disposed at a commercially operated lowlevel waste disposal facility, or decontaminated to a level" that, in a short time period after it ceases operation,
permits the site to be released for re-use (United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NRC Library" Glossarv,
DECON, available at httos://www.nrc.sov/readins-rn/basic-reflslossarv/decon.html faccessed Sept. 10, 2019]). In
contrast, as defined bytheNRC, Safe Storage, or SAFSTOR, is a"method of decommissioning in which anuclear

facility is placed and maintained in a condition that allows the facility to be safely stored" until subsequent
decontamination occurs, permitting the release of the site for future re-use (United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, NRC Librarv. Glossary, SAFSTOR, available at https://www.nrc.eov/readine-m/basicreflelossary/saßtor.html [accessed Sept. 11,2019]). To allow for the decontamination of a site, the NRC provides
for up to a 60-year period for the SAFSTOR method.
4

to implement its DECON Plan. By completing the DECON Plan, it is Holtec's objective to
secure the partial release of the IPEC

Facility by the end of 2036. Additionally, implementation

of Holtec's DECON Plan once the Holtec Transaction is consummated will provide substantial
benefits to the IPEC Facility's employees, the local communities, and New York State as a
whole that are unique to this transaction alone.
Moreover, both Transfers satisfy the three-prong test assessing market power, financial
wherewithal, and technical capability that the Commission has long used to determine whether a
proposed transaction between merchant entities is in the public interest.T Specifically, because

entities within Entergy Corporation's overall corporate structure are simply being realigned to

facilitate the Holtec Transaction and Entergy Corporation's ultimate ownership will not change,
the Internal Transfers meet the market power, financial wherewithal, and technical qualification

prongs. As applied to the Holtec Transaction, the transfer of the permanently-retired IPEC
Facility cannot affect market clearing prices, and thus, there are no market power

issues.

Furthcr, Holtcc's sitc-specific cost estimate which is summarized in Exhibit 3 establishes that the
IPEC NDT funds are sufficient and Holtec will have the frnancial wherewithalto decommission

the IPEC Facility under its DECON Plan.8 Additionally, Holtec's technical qr.ralifications

ancl

decommissioning experience as reflected in Exhibit 2 demonstrate its unique ability to satisfy its

7

As will be addressed at length, infra, lhe Commission has established a "lightened" regulatory regime for
wholesale electric generators in New York, including owTìers and operators of nuclear generating facilities. See Case
91-E-0350: Wallkill Generating Co., L.P. - Petition for Declaratory Ruling that the Public Service Law is
Inapplicable, or that Further Regulation Thereunder is Unnecessary, or in the Alternative that Light-Handed
Regulation be Applied, Ordcr Establishing Regulotory Regime (issued Apr. 11, 1994) ("'Wallkill Order"); see also
Case 0l -E-01 13, Entergt Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC and Entergt Nuclear Operations, Inc. - Joint Petition for a
Declaratoty Ruling that Lightened Regulation be Applied, Order Providing for Lightened Regulation of Nuclear
Generating Facilities (issued and effective August 31, 2001) (hereinafter, "Entergy Lightened Regulation Order").
t

See,

e.g,,Exhibit

3.

5

objective of decommissioning the vast majority of the IPEC Facility and securing partial site
release by the cnd of 2036.e

Finally, time is of the essence. A Commission determination confirming it does not have
jurisdiction over the Holtec Transaction, finding no review is warrantecl under NYPSL Section

70 or approving

it

under NYPSL Section 70 is a condition precedent to closing the Holtec

Transaction. Further, as part of implementing its DECON Plan, Holtec will offer employment to

all employees who are employed by Entergy at the IPEC Facility at the time of the transaction
closing who would otherwise be required to leave New York to continue service within the
Entergy fleet or be laid
accomplished

off.

However, retaining experienced personnel in New York can only be

with sufficient advance notice to the employees that Holtec will be able to

purchase the IPEC Facility and execute its DECON

Plan. Thus, ohtaining a Commission

determination as soon as possible is critically important to give the IPEC Facility's employees
the certainty they need to stay in New York and plan their futures.l0

Aclclitionally, as described in detail in Part VII below, to commence decourmissioning in
2021 and complete its objective of decommissioning of the IPEC Facility, with the exception

of

the ISFSI, and secure partial site relcasc by thc cnd of 2036, Holtec must begin to execute critical
parts

of its DECON Plan prior to closing. While much of this activity requires a minimum of

several months prior to closing, Holtec can more effectively perform this work when provided

additional time preceding closing.

e
Should the Commission find it will not disclaim jurisdiction over the Transfers, the Joint Petitioners recognize that
the Commission cor¡ld determine a different level of review will be applied to the lnternal Transfers and the Holtec
Transaction.

lo,See

N,[IPA, ç 6.24.

6

To that end, the Joint Petitioners have submitted this Petition and their LTA to the NRC

well in advance of the May 2021 targeted closing date. In their LTA, the Joint Petitioners have
respectfully requested that the NRC issue its determination within 12 months. Corresponclingly,
the Joint Petitioners respectfully request that the Commission act as soon as possible but not later

than within the same l2-month time tlame by issuing either:
disclaims jurisdiction over, or abstains from review

(i) a declaratory ruling that

of the Transfers under NYPSL

or, alternatively, (ii) an order approving the Transfers under NYPSL Section

Section 70;

70.11

'l In light of these timing constraints, the Joint Petitioners recognize that Commission action on the Petition may be
conditioned upon the subsequent retirement of IP Unit 3 by April 30,2021,
7
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677 Broadway, Suite 1101
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Corporate Counsel
Nuclear Asset Management Company, LLC
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Entergy Services, LLC
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Susan H. Raimo*

Assistant General Counsel
Entergy Services, LLC
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Washington, DC 20001
(202) s30-7330
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III.

BACKGROUNI)

A.

The Entergy Entities

ENIP2,

a

Delaware limited liability company,

subsidiary of Ëntergy Nuclear Holding Company

is currently a direct

#3,LLC. ENIP2's ultimate

wholly-owned

parent corporation

is Entergy Corporation. ENIP2's plant office is located in Buchanan, New York, ENIP2 owns
IP Unit 2 and the retired IP Unit

l.

ENIP2 is lightly regulated by the Commission and is a party

to the IPEC Settlement Agreement.l2

ENIP3, a Delaware limited liability company, is currently
subsidiary

a direct wholly-owned

of Entergy Nuclear New York Investment Company I, which, in turn, is a direct

wholly-owned subsidiary of Entergy Nuclear Holding Company, LLC. ENIP3's ultimate parent
corporation is Entergy Corporation. ENIP3's plant offrce is located in Buchanan, New York.
ENIP3 owns IP Unit 3. ENIP3 is lightly regulated by the Commission and is a party to the IPEC
Settlement Agreement.

1

3

A third Entergy entity, ENOI, a Delaware corporation, is currently a direct wholly-ownecl
subsidiary of Entergy Nuclear Holding Company #2 and an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of

Entergy Corporation. ENOI's principal place

of

business is located in Jackson, Mississippi.

ENOI is licensed by the NRC to operate and/or maintain the IPEC Facility. ENOI is lightly
regulated by the Commission.ra

r2

See NYPSC Casc 0l-E-0113 et al., Entergt Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC and Entcrgt Nuclcar Operations, Inc. Joint Petitionfor a Declaratoty Ruling that Lightened Regulation be Applied and NYPSC Case 00-E-1225, Entergt
Nuclear FitzPatrich LLC, Entergt Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC, and Entergt Nuclear Operations, Inc. - Joint
Petition far a l)e.claratory Ruling That Lightened Regulation Be Applied Concerning Their Purchase of Nuclear
Power Facilities From the Pov,er Atúhoritlt of the State of Neut York, Order Providing for Lightened Regulation of
Nuclear Generating Facility (issued August 31, 2001) (hereinafter, "Entergy Lightened Regulation Order").
13

to

Id.
Id.

9

Pursuant

to the Internal Transfers addressed herein, the assets and liabilities of ENIP2

and ENIP3, including the IPEC Facility,

will ultimately

be transferred through a series

of internal

reorganization steps designed to facilitate the Holtec Transaction to Indian Point l&2, LLC and

Indian Point 3, LLC, two other Delaware limited liability companies that themselves

will

be

subsidiaries of Merchant Properties, LLC, a Delaware limited liability holding company. All
entities involved in the Internal Transfers are indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries of the ultimate
parcnt, Entergy Corporation. ln the Holtec Transaction addressed infra,NAMCo
the membership interests of, and

B.

will

will

acquire

merge with, Merchant Properties, LLC.

The IPEC Facility: Reliability

Assessments

and

Permanent

Retirement
IP Unit

I is a long-retired nuclear

in Buchanan, New York. IP Unit
permanently shut down

in

I

power reactor facility located at the IPEC Facility site

operated commercially from August 1962 until

it

was

October 1974. In January 1976, all spent fuel was permanently

removed from the IP Unit 1 reactor vessel. In January 1996,the NRC approved the SAFSTOR

method of decommissioning for IP Unit

I

proposed by Consolidated Edison Company of New

York, Inc., its owner and operator at that time.ls The NRC's order approving
clecommissioning plan

for IP tJnit

I

was based on dismantling

it

after IP Unit 2

the

ceased

operations.l6

ts

See

Consatidated Edison Co. of New York Inc,, Qrder Authorizing Decommissioning Plan and Authorizing

Decommissioning of Facility, Docket No. 50-003 (ML070310227) (Ian.31, 1995).
t6
See Consoliduted Edison Co. of New York Inc,, Order Authorizing Decommissioning Plan and Authorizing
Decommissioning of Facility, Docket No. 50-003 (ML070310227) (Ian.3l, 1995). The decommissioning of Unit I
will occur at the same time as the decommissioning of Unit 2. As acknowledged by the NRC stafl at the
appropriate time, the licensee will seek NRC approval to complete the decommissioning of Unit I beyond the 60year period prescribed in 10 CFR 50.S2(aX3) based on the regulation's public and health safety exception, which
(SeeNRC
recognizesthepresenceofothernuclearfacilitiesatthesiteasafactorintheNRCstaffsconsideration.
Docket Nos. 50-003 and 50-247, Preliminary approval letter from John P. Boska, Senior Project Manager, NRC to
ENOI (dated March 17, 2010); see a/so, NRC Docket Nos. 50-003 and 50-247 , Response to Request for Additional
Information (dated July 15, 2009).)
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IP Units 2 and 3 are nuclear generating units located on the IPEC Facility site
Buchanan, New

York. In

in

2007, ENIP2, ENIP3, and ENOI initiated a proceeding before the

NRC seeking renewal of the lP Unit 2 and IP Unit 3 operating licenses for an additional 20
years. With that proceeding ongoing, the IPEC Settlement Agreement was executed on January

8,2017. In the IPEC Settlement Agreement, ENIP2, ENIP3, and ENOI agreed to permanently
cease operations at IP

Unit 2 and IP Unit 3 by April 30,2020 and April 30,2021, respectively.lT

In accordance with the Commission's Generator Unit Retirement Notice Requirement Order and
the IPEC Settlement Agreement, Entergy submitted the Retirement Notice to the Commission on

October 30, 2019, stating it

will permanently retire IP Unit 2

and

IP Unit 3 no later than those

dates.ls

Based on the extensive studies conducted

to date, the conclusions for which are further

supported by substantial system additions and significant State public policy initiatives since the

time these studies were conducted, the IPEC Facility's retirement will not trigger reliability
needs. Prior to submitting its Retirement Notioe, Entergy subrnitted a Generator Deactivation
Notice to the New York Independent System Operator, Inc. ('\trYISO") in accorclance with
Attachment FF of the NYISO Open Access Transmission Tariff ("OATT").le Pursuant to

t1

Id. at2.

l8

,See NYPSC Case 05-E-0889, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Establish Policies and Procedures
Regarding Generation Unit Retirements, Order Adopting Notice Requirements for Generation Unit Retirements
(issued and effective December 20, 2005) (hereinafter, "Generation Unit Retirement Notice Requirement Order").
Per the IPEC Settlement Agreement, operation of either IP Unit 2 ar lP Unit 3 can only be extended beyond those
dates if (1) an emergency were to exist "by reason of war, terrorism, a sudden increase in the demand for electric
energy, or a sudden shortage ofelectric energy or offacilities for the generation or transmission ofelectric energy;"
and (2) both New York State and the Entergy entities, ENIP2, ENIP3, and ENOI, mutually agree to such an
extension. Even if both factors were satisfied, the IPEC Settlement Agreement states that operations at the facilities
cannot be extended beyond April 30, 2024 and April 30, 2025) for IP Unit 2 and IP Unit 3, respectively. See IPEC

Settlement Agreement at 2.
le

See New York Independent System Operator, Ine., "Generator Deactivation Assessment - Indian Point Energy
Center: A Report by the New York lndependent System Operatoro'(dated December 13, 20 17), available at

1l

NYISO OATT, Attachment FF, Section 38.3.4.3, the NYISO performed resource adequacy and,
in coordination with New York Transmission Owners, transmission security analyses of the New

York Control Area system to determine whether deactivation of the IPEC Facility would trigger
reliability needs.20 The NYISO conclusively found no reliability need was triggered and,

as

such, found that Entergy satisfied the requirements under the NYISO's Generator Deactivation
Process

to retire both units.2l ln its 2018 Reliability Needs Assessment, the NYISO reaffirmed

this finding.22

Moreover, since these studies, substantial levels of generation in the southeastern New

York area have either already been added to the system or are close to completion. Specifically,
the 625 MW CPV Valley generating facility came on line in the Lower Hudson Valley, and the
expansion to the Bayonne Entergy Center, which is electrically interconnected to New York

City, added an incrementall20 MW. In addition, the 1,000 MW Cricket ValleyEnergy Center
is under construction in the Lower Hudson Valley and is expected to be completecl by year end.
On the transmission side, the NYISO recently selected Lwo projects that

will

increase the trausfer

capability from the Utica area, across the Capital Region, ancl into southeastern New York by
over 1,000 MW by approxim ately 2023,23

https://www. nyiso. com/documents/ 20 | 421 1396324/
Indian Point Generator Deactivation_Assessment 2017-12-13.pdf/f673a0f8-5620-1d7b-4be2-99aaf781ac5c.
'o Id.

"

Id.

22

See New York Independent System Operator, lnc., "Reliability Needs Assessment,2018 RNA Report" (dated
October 18, 2018) at 1, available at https://www.nyiso.com/documents/201421224879312018-Reliability-NeedsAssessment.p dfI c17 f6 a4a- 6d22-26 ee-9 e28 - 47 1 5 af52d3 c7,
23

See New York Independent System Operator, Inc., "NYISO Board of Direçtors' Decision on Approval of AC
Transmission Public Policy Transmission Planning Report and Selection of Public Policy Transmission Projects"
(dated April 8, 2019), available at https://www.nyiso.com/documents/2014212892590/Board-Decision-ACTransmission-20 1 9-04-08.pdflO7 I a48d2-beO2-0377-b507-b74c9e06d7a7.
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In addition, State public policy initiatives have supported the addition of

substantial

levels of new transfer capability and new generation to the system. For example, in its order
establishing energy storage goals issued

in December 2018, the Commission directed

Con

Edison to contract with 300 MW of energy storage resources in its service territory by 2022.24

Additionally, on July 18,2019, Governor Andrew M. Cuomo signed the Climate Leadership and
Community Protection Act into law, mandating by statute that 6,000 MW

of solar

energy

facilities, 3,000 MW of energy storage resources, and 9,000 MW of offshore wind facilities be
added

to the New York system by 2025,2030, and 2035, respectively.2s On the same

Governor Cuomo announced the State woulcl contract

with 1,700 MW of offshore

day,

wind

resources, the nation's largest offshore wind procurement and the single largest renewable
energy procurement by any State in U.S. history, again, serving the historically-constrained
southeastern

New York region.26 Because no reliability needs will be triggered due to their

deactivation, both IPEC units

will be permanently retired by the dates set forth in the IPEC

Settlement Agreement as reflected in the Retirement Notice.

2a

NYPSC Case 18-E-01 30, In the Matter of Energt Storage Deployment Program, Order Establishing Energy
Storage Goal and Deployment Program (issued and effective December 13,2018) at 55. The Con Edison service
territory encompasses New York City and Westchester County, areas currently served with IP Unit 2 and IP Unit 3
S¿e

generation.
25

See New York State Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act, S.B. 6599,2019 Leg.,242nd Sess. (N.Y.
2019) (codified as Ch. 106, L. 2019) (hereinafter, "CLCPA"). A large percentage ofthe energy storage facilities
and all of the ofßhore wind facilities are expected to be interconnected in southeastern New York. In addition, more
transfer capability is expected to be identified by the Commission to be built and constructed under the NYISO's
public policy planning rules to enable renewable generation in the northern and western parts of the State to be
delivered to southeastern New York.

26

New York State Press Release, "Governor Cuomo Executes the Nation's Largest Offshore Wind Agreement and

Signs Historic Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act" (dated July 18, 2019), available at
httns://www.qovernor.nl¿.gov/news/governor-cuomo-executes-nations-largest-offshore-wind-aqreement-and-siqns-

histolic-climate.
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C.

Decommissioning the IPEC Facility

From a timing perspective, Holtec's DECON Plan allows the IPEC Facility to be returned

to a productive use

decades sooner than

if

Entergy were to select the maximum SAFSTOR

option available under the NRC's regulations. Under a SAFSTOR method, a nuclear facility is
placed in a safe and stable condition and maintained in that state for several decades, thereby

allowing the levels of radioactivity to decrease through radioactive decay and the NDT Funds to
continue to grow to levels necessary were an Entergy-directed decommissioning process to go
forward.
From a management perspective, because neither ENOI nor any of its affiliates currently
has the capability

be required

to

to conduct decommissioning using their own internal resources, ENOI would
bear the additional costs

of

contracting with other entities, including

a

decommissioning operations contractor. It would be required to oversee this work to ensure all
actions necessary to complete decommissioning activities, meet applicable cleanup criteria, and

terminate the NRC licensc wcrc takcn within the 60-year period established in the NRC's
Regulations were this path pursued. Under continued Entergy ownership, the IPEC Facility

could thus remain subject to NRC regulation and in a state precluding alternative use and
development for decades longer if the maximum option available under the NRC's regulations
were selected.

D.

Indian Point Closure Task Force

To consider the IPEC Facility's future following permanent retirement, Governor Cuomo
announced the creation of a task force in February 2017;the Indian Point Closure Task Force's

(the "IPEC Closure Task Force") structure and the scope of its duties were subsequently enacted

t4

into law.27 The Task Force is charged with examining matters, such as local property tax and
employment impacts, and providing guidance and support to affected local municipalities and
employees.2s

Decommissioning the IPEC Facility-and, more specifically, the potential benefits of
realizing a more expeditious decommissioning and release of at least some parcels at the IPEC

Facility site for future re-use-has been a focal point of the Task Force's analysis.2e For
example, in its 2018 Report, the Task Force recommended that "all relevant members of the
Task Force advocate [to] ensure prompt decommissioning of the UPEC Facility]."30

As a threshold matter, the Task Force has acknowledged that future re-use

assessments

may be conducted but that Entergy must cooperate concerning, and agree with, any partial
release

of the IPEC Facility for future re-use. In its 2018 Report, the Task Force noted that

transfers from

utility

licensees

to

decommissioning companies could lead

decommissioning via a DECON method.3t By

to

prompt

*uy of example, the Task Force highlighted

the

then-pending transfer of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station from Entergy to NorthStar

Decommissioning Holdings, LLC ("NorthStar") and noted that the transaction

will likely result

in prompt DECON decommissioning given Northstar's business nrodel atrd sole focus otl
decommissioning activities.32

"

In its 2019

Update, the Task Force noted the announced

S.B. 2008-C, Part RR, 2077 Leg.,240th Sess. (N.Y. 2017) (codified as Ch, 58, L' 2017).

28

See https://www.govenlor.uy.gov/news/governor-cuomo-launchcs-indian-point-closure-task-force-assist-localcommunity-transiti on.
2e

See Indian Point Closure Task Force,

Annual Report, (dated May 9, 201 8) (hereinafter, "20

1

I

Report"), øvailable

a¡ http://documents.dos.nv.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster,aspx?MatterCaseNo=17-

00994&submit=Search.
30

Id. at26.
tt Id, at25,

t' Id. at26; see a/so VTPSB Docket 8880 Joint Petìtion of Northstar Decommissioning Holdings, LLC, NorthStar
Nuclear Decommissioning Company, LLC Northstar Group Senices, Inc., LVI Parent Corp., NorthStar Group
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transaction between Entergy and Holtec, committed to closely monitor

it, and

announced an

intention to engage with Holtec.33
E.

The Holtec Entities

1.

Holtec International

Holtec lnternational

is an

integrated technologies enterprise providing innovative

solutions, equipment, and services to the global nuclear, solar, geothermal, and fossil power
generation sectors of the energy industry. Led by Dr. Krishna Singh (whose resume is provided

in Exhibit 2), an industry leader in nuclear fuel management systems, Holtec International
possesses i¡-house capabilities

to

design, cngineer, analyze, construct, and deploy the

technologies to manage used nuclear fuel discharged from nuclear reactors and has extensive
experience in designing, manufacturing, and installing capital equipment as well as providing
services to operating commercial power plants.

Specializing in spent nuclear fuel management technologies, Holtec International is the
patent holcler for a number of technology solutions for spcnt fuel management. Since the 2000s,
the company has advanced the state of the art in this area, including early fueltransfer capability,

which is proposed for deployment at the lPh,C F-acility. Holtec International will draw urpon its

technical resources and experience

with nuclear

decommissioning, spent

fuel

handling

equipment, and spent fuel storage systems and components to provide the leadership required to

Holdings, LLC, Enterg,, Nuclear Vermont Investment Company, LLC, Enterg Nuclear Operatíons, Inc., and any
other n;ecessary ffitiated entities to transfer ownership of Entergt Nuclear Vermont Yankee, LLC, andfor certain
ancillary oppr:ovols, pursuant to 30 V.S.A. Sî 107, 231 and 232, Order Approving Acquisition of Entergy Nuclear
Vermont Yankee, Inc, fsic] by NorthStar Decommissioning Holdings, LLC and Granting Other Requests Subject ttl
Memorandum of Understanding (Dec,6,2018) at 34 ("NorthStar's proposed accelerated decommissioningand site
restoration schedule is likely to provide economic benefits to the State of Vermont and to the Windham County
region as compared with the SAFSTOR status quo and a decommissioning process commencing in 2053.").
NorthStar is a specialty company engaged in the business of decommissioning nuclear facilities'
See NYPSC Case 17-00994, supra, Annual Update, Indian Point Closure Task Force Report (dated July 8, 2019)
(hereinafter, "2019 Update") at 10.
33
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effectively manage NAMCo and transition the IPEC Facility into active decommissioning and
subsequent long-term dry storage of spent fuel.

Based on past experience performing NRC-licensed activities, the Holtec International

team has developed a mature nuclear safety culture and policies that

will be integrated with

existing IPEC Facility policies, The integrated corporate and site policies

and effective decommissioning

of the IPEC Facility while

will focus on the safe

maintaining compliance with

applicable regulations,

In this undertaking, Holtec International brings a diverse corporate resume of prior
accomplishments in nuclear projects in the U.S. and abroad, a substantial list of ongoing and
satisfactorily-completed nuclear projects (including many turnkey projects), and a long record of
securing regulatory approvals. Every project, regardless

of complexity, has been completed

safely. In addition, Holtec International has provided dry fuel storage

services

to the IPEC

Facility since its first fuel campaign in 2008. Following the retirement of the IPEC Facility,
Holtec Internationalwill continue to provide this function.

As detailed in the narrative below, Holtec International will draw upon the expertise and
services

of its subsidiary entities, HDI

and CDI, to respectively act as the decommissioning

licensed operator and decommissioning general contractor of the IPEC Facility. The following

Figure

A-l

also demonstrates the relationship between Holtec International, HDI, and CDI as it

would relate to the IPEC Facility.
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2,

HDI

HDI is an inclirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Holtec International and is the licensed
operator for the Holtec International fleet of decommissioning sites, which includes the Oyster
Creek and Pilgrim nuclear power stations3a and

will also include the IPEC Facility if the Holtec

Transaction closes. The senior management

of HDI is

composed

of Holtec

International

personnel. HDI is structured to serve as a fully-resourced organization to directly oversee and

'o In June 2019, Holtec lnternational received NRC approval to take over the license of the Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, which is located in Ocean City, New Jersey. (See NRC Doc. No. 50-291 & 72-15, "Order
Approving Transfer of the License For the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station and Conforming License
Amendment" (dated June 20,2019), ADAMS Accession No. ML19095A454,) Likewise, in August2019, Holtec
International received NRC approval to take over the license of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth
Massachusetts. (See NRC Doc. No, 50-231 &. 72-1044, "Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station - Order Approving Direct
and Indirect Transfer of License and Conforming License Amendment," (dated August 29, 2019), ADAMS

AccessionNo.ML19l70Al47.) Ineachcase,thenuclearfacilitywaspermanentlyretiredbeforeitwastransferred
to Holtec International. Upon the changes in ownership and transfer of the NRC licenses, HDI became the licensed
operator for each site with responsibility for decommissioning and spent fuel management on behalf of the site
owners, with the assistance of CDI and other Holtec affiliates.
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manage licensed decommissioning operations and the dismantlement of nuclear plants that have
ceased

operation. HDI has expertise to oversee all licensed activities following reactor

de-

fueling, including the transfer of spent nuclear fuel from the spent fuel pools to the on-site lSFSl,
security, and emergency preparedness. The HDI performance mission is to effectuate licensed
maintenance and decommissioning

of a plant with a focus on protection of human health and

safety, including that of the personnel engaged to carry out the decommissioning of the IPEC
Facility.
More specifically, with respect to the IPEC Facility, HDI will have the responsibility to:

.

Assume the duties and obligations

following cessation

of

of the decommissioning

operations and certification

of

operator licensee

defueling, including

development of and continuing compliance with thc dry storage system Certificate(s)

of Compliance, licensing basis including the IPEC Facility's Technical Specifications
guide, regulatory requirements, and regulatory commitments.

¡

Possess and dispose

o

Maintain the IPEC Facility in a safe condition, including thc storage, control, and
protection

of radioactive material.

of the spent fuel in the pools and on the tsl'Sl until the ISFSI is

decommissioned.

o

Establish and implement governance processes to ensure compliance with allrelevant
licenses, permits and applicable regulations and retain decision-making authority for

any issues related to compliance with all relevant licenses and permits (including
whether to seek amendments thereto) and applicable regulations.

t9

Oversee the development and submittal of periodic licensing and regulatory actions

a

(e.g., exemption requests and license amendment requests

if any) required to support

ongoing decommissioning activities.
Assume authority and responsibility for modifications to the emergency preparedness

a

and security plans and responses to NRC orders regarding security.

Assume authority and responsibility for the functions necessary to fulfìll the quality

a

assurance

("Q4") requirements of the IPEC Facility's Technical Specifications

and as

specified in the IPEC Facility's Quality Assurance Program Manual ("QAPM") in
place at the time of license transfer.

Ensure that the site safety procedures are consistent with Holtec International's

a

corporate safety plan.

Ensure that only legitimate expenditures are made from, and ensure prudent

a

investment management of, the IPEC NDTs.

Serve as the interface with Holtec's counterparties, government organizations, and

a

other stakeholders.
Provide oversight of CDI, including oversight of schedule and cost control, quality

a

assurance, regulatory compliance, safety, security and human resource management

pursuant to a Decommissioning General Contractor Agreement.
a

Oversee the development of tools, hxtures, and robots

to improve the duration and

as

low as reasonably achievable ("ALARA") goals of the decommissioning operations.

HDI will ensure that the decommissioning activities performed at the IPEC Facility
consistent

with the essential elements of the Holtec International's project

20

are

management

approach, which has been honed through successful implementation
lnternat

io na

in hundreds of Holtec

l' s safety- s ignifrcant projects.

The planned HDI senior lÌmnagement project organization is depicted abovc in Figurc A-

1. Inaddition,TableA-1 belowprovidesthespecificrolesandresponsibilitiesoftheHDlsenior
management personnel. Resumes for the individuals that hold the

HDI positions described in

this Table A-1 are provided in Exhibit 2 attached hereto.
Table A-1
Roles and Responsibilities of

Position
President and CNO

HDI Senior Management
Responsibilities

Role

.

Oversee the safety, operation, and
decommissioning of the nuclear sites

I

maintained by HDI

2.

Safety Culture

3,
Senior Vice President and

Chief Operating Ofiìcer

Provide strategic direction and
support to the HDI organization and
to the senior leadership ofthe nuclear
sites maintained by HDL Provide
oversight ol the deconuuissiouiug
activities performed by CDI.

Establish and maintain a strong Nuclear

l.
2,

Provide management direction,
oversight, and support to the site
organization
Report routinely to the Executive
Board

Support the efforts of the CNO in
building a strong Nuclear Safety
Culture
Assure HDI provides direction as
appropriate and oversight in the key
sectors of fuel management and

decommissioning, including security
and emergency preparedness

Vice President for the IPEC
Facility

Provide day-to-day onsite leadership
and direction to the IPEC Facility to
assure the safe decommissioning,
maintenance, and regulatory
compliance of the site

1.

Assure compliance with the licenses
including the Technical Specifications,
dry storage system Certifrcate of
Compliance and other regulatory
requirements and commitments

2,

Maintain the site's strong Nuclear
Safety Culture
Ensure expenditures from the IPEC
Decommissioning Trust Fund are
legitimate
Interface with the Site
Decommissioning General Manager to
assure decommissioning activities have
the appropriate resources

3,
4,

Vice President Engineering

Provide engineering oversight for the
decommissioning nuclear stations

2l

1.

Oversee engineering activities in
support of spent fuel management and

Table

A-l

Roles and Responsibilities of HDI Senior Management

Position

Role
maintained by HDI

2.
3.
Vice President Regulatory
and Environmental Affairs

Provide licensing oversight for the
decommissioning nuclear stations
maintained by HDI

1.
2,

3.

Provide support and guidance for the
pruclent investment of
decommissioning trust funds and
assurance that funds are used for
decommissioning purposes

1.
2,
3,
4,

Provide quality assurance oversight
for the decommissioning nuclear
stations maintained by HDI

1.
2.
3.
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ties
decommissioning
Conduct routine assessments at each of
the decommissioning nuclear stations
maintained by HDI
Provide support for resolving
engineering issues

Oversee and guide the development

and submission of licensing, regulatory,
and environmental actions
Conduct routine assessments of the
regulatory activities at each ofthe
decommissioning nuclear stations
maintained by HDI
Support the interface between the site
and nuclear regulators while also taking
a lead role on generic issues in
decommissioning

Establish investment policy and
guidelines
Revicw invcstmcnt pcrformance
Assure that decommissioning
expenditures are reviewed for
appropriateness and refl ect

decommissioning activities
In conjunction with the VP Technical
Support, evaluate the site's
performance to the decommissioning
cost and schedule

Maintain nuclear sites' Quality
programs in alignment with the HDI
QA infrastructure
Provide routine oversight evaluations
of the quality assurance function at the
decommissioning nuclear stations
maintained by HDI
Provide quality assurance oversight for
the movement of fuel and the
transportation of radioactive waste

Table A'1
Roles and Responsibilities of HDI Senior Management
Role
Provide technical support in the areas
ofhealth and safety, the
environment, radiation protection,
and decommissioning improvements
to each of the decommissioning
nuclear stations maintained by HDI

Position
Vice President Technical
Support

Responsibilities

l.

Perform routine assessments of the
health and safety, environment, and
radiation protection areas

2,

Develop improved tools, fixtures,
robotics, and processes to safely reduce
the decommissioning duration and the
ALARA goals for decommissioning

3,

ln conjunction with the VP Treasury,
evaluate the sites performance to the
decommissioning cost and schedule

Executive Director of Global
Security

Provide technical support for site
security and plant access for
decommissioning nuclear stations
rnaintained by HDI

1.

Oversee and guide safe and compliant
site security, plant access, and fìtness-

for-duty ftrnctions at the

2,

decommissioning sites
Develop and execute security program

modifications

3.

CDI

CDI is a company jointly owned by HDI and SNC-Lâvalin Group's sutrsidiary, Keutz
USA Inc. CDI is majority owned by

HDI. CDI

an organization with a deep pool

of

was formed with the strategic goal of creating

decommissioning knowledge and experience to

decommission nuclear power plants. CDI operates as an autonomous business entity reporting to

a board consisting of executives from SNC-Lavalin and Holtec International. The activities of

CDI are managed by its President, who reports directly to CDI's board. CDI is headquartered at
the KPS Technology Campus in Camden, New Jersey.

CDI is HDI's Decommissioning General Contractor ("DGC") for the Oyster Creek and

Pilgrim nuclear power stations and

will

be the DGC for the IPEC Facility

if the Holtec

Transaction closes. Under HDI's direct oversight and control, CDI will perform the day-to-day

activities at the site, including decommissioning the plant, pursuant
between

to a DGC Agreement

HDI and CDI. As discussed earlier, HDI is managed by Holtec International senior
23

staff to provide the requisite managerial capabilities and decision-making authority within the
I

icensed organization.

CDI personnel include professionals sourced from its parent companies who
considerable nuclear experience, including experience

in

have

spent fuel handling

and

decommissioning, as well as the experienced nuclear power plant personnel at the Oyster Creek

and Pilgrim nuclear stations who transitioned
decommissioning sites. CDI's capabilities

to CDI when Holtec

entities acquired those

will be further enhanced by the anticipated addition

of IPEC Facility employees in New York, who will transition to CDI following the transaction
closing.

CDI is also able to draw on the considerable bench strength of its parent organizations.

Holtec International's capabilities and experience have already been highlighted

above.

Subsidiaries and legacy companies of SNC-Lavalin have also played a significant role in past or

ongoing U.S, and international decommissioning projects. In addition, those subsidiaries and
legacy companies have performed many clean-up projects for the U.S. Department of Energy

("DOE")

as

well as at Fukushima. SNC-Lavalin also owns the CANDU reactor technology and

supports these plants throughout the world.

CDI's experienced nuclear management team will ensure compliance with

the

of the IPEC Facility's licenses, permits and applicable regulations. CDI

has

requirements

personnel with extensive in-depth experience in decommissioning a wide variety

of

nuclear

power plants, research reactors, and other facilities in technical areas including ALARA, nuclear
security, waste management, dismantlement, project management, regulatory compliance and
environmental protection. CDI employs a management approach that

will

ensure efficient and

effective decontamination and decommissioning planning, preparation, and execution;
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a

safety-conscious

work environment; day-to-day industrial safety, radiological

protection,

radioactive waste handling and management rigor; effective corrective action program
implementation; performance reporting, monitoring and metrics; personnel performance; and

financial controls. Key CDI personnel planned to assume roles with regulatory significance are
shown above on Figure
depicted in Figure

A-l

A-1. Resumes for the key CDI personnel expected to fill

the positions

are also provided in Exhibit 2.

With respect to the IPEC Facility, CDI will establish a site-specific decommissioning
organization. More specifically, CDI plans to employ ENOI's existing decommissioning
organization site personnel remaining at the IPEC Facility at the time of the Holteo Transactioll's

closing, with the exception

of one incumbent senior manager, who will

become an HDI

employee as the Site Vice President in charge of the site-based organization. Thus, in addition to

employees transferred from Holtec International and SNC-Lavalin, CDI staffing

will

include

ENOI employees at the IPEC Facility in New York, forming a seamless organization operating
under a comlllol't set of processes and proccdurcs'

The integrated site decommissioning organization will provide the following services:

.

A single CDI site Decommissioning
President and is accountable

General Manager who reports to the

HDI Site Vice

to HDI for overall management, leadership,

pefformance,

nuclear safety, QA, and employee safety.

.

Several key managers who report to the CDI Decommissioning General Manager, who
have responsibilities for radiological safety, spent fuel management, industrial health and
safety, project administration and financial services, training, labor relations, fuel storage,

regulatory affairs, quality assurance, licensing, environmental, decontamination and
decommissioning, engineering, operations, waste operations, and project controls. This
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organization provides an experienced nuclear management team with control over
activities to maintain the site within the requirements of the IPEC Facility's licenses and

permits and perform decommissioning operations under HDI's direct oversight and
control.

o

Implementation

of

industry-high standards, best practices, effective programs and

processes, and management controls.

o

Effective and integrated oversight and technical support functions.

CDI will perform the day-to-day activities at the IPEC Facility to maintain compliance

with all licenses, permits and applicable regulations, subject to HDI's direct oversight
control as the licensed operator. Under HDI's direction, CDI's principal mission
maintain and decommission the IPEC Facility
programs adopted for the

and

will be to

in full compliance with the QA and safety

plant. CDI will be responsible, under the direct oversight and control

of HDI, for the IPEC Facility's

safety, regulatory compliance, security, ALARA,

and

environmental protection requirements. CDI will be subject to continuous oversight by HDI lìcr
regulatory and procedural compliance as well as expenditure control.

4,

NAMCO

NAMCo is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Holtec International. As detailed in Section IV
below, following the Internal Transfers, NAMCo

will

acquire the membership interests in

Merchant Properties, LLC, the entity that indirectly owns the IPEC Facility, in the Holtec
Transaction, an upstream transfer completed pursuant to the MIPA. Additionally, NAMCo will
merge with Merchant Properties,

LLC and emerge

IP3 as explained in more detail, infra.
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as the dilect owner of Holtec IP2 and Holtec

In summary, the organizational

structure

of NAMCo, CDI,

and HDI

to Holtec

International is depicted below.

Holtec lnternational

Holtec Power,lnc.

NuclearAsset
Management
Company, LLC

Holtec
lndian Point 2, LLC

Holtec
lndian Point 3, LLC

Holtec Decomrnissioning
lnternational, LLC

Comprehensive
Decommissioning
lnternationâ1, LLC*

Note

*

Comprehensive Decommissioning lnternational, LLC (-CDl') is jointly owned by Holtec (through its
subsidiary, Holtec Decommissioning lnternational, LLC ('HDl"), the majority owner) and SNC-Lavalin
(through its subsidiary, Kentz USA, the minority owner). HDI will contractwith CDI through a
Decommissioning General Contractor Agreement.
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F.

Holtec's DECON Plan: Accelerated Decommissioning of the IPEC
FacilitY

Holtec, through HDI as the licensed NRC operator, is proposing its DECON Plan to
decommission the IPEC Facility.3s In connection therewith, Holtec

PSDAR

to the NRC.

Holtec's PSDAR

will

will

separately submit its

outline the major dismantlement

and

decontamination activities, provide a schedule, which is also set forth in Exhibit 3 attached
hereto, and delineate a site-specific cost estimate. Importantly, there is a direct interrelationship
between and among the scope of Holtec's obligations to decommission the IPEC Facility, its cost
assessment

to complete

partial site release.

If

such activities, and the timeline

it

has developed

to reach the date for

implemented as Holtec has designed, its DECON Plan will result in the

decommissioning of the IPEC Facility, otherthan the ISFSI, consistent with applicable cleanup

criteria decades sooner than

if the site were to remain with Entergy and the maximum

decommissioning option pursuant tcl the NRC's regulatiot'ts were to be selected under continued
Entergy ownership.

As an initialmatter, under its DECON Plan, Holtec proposes to take a number of steps in
advance of closing so that

it may begin decommissioning the IPEC Facility soon after IP Unit

is permanently retired in April 2021. These steps

35

will require the expertise and

experience

3

ot

The asset purchase and sale agreement for the transfer of lP Unit 1 and IP Unit 2 to ENIP2 included a provision
for the transfer of excess NDT Funds to Con Edison in the event a decommissioning method other than DECON was
utilized to decommission IP Unit 1 and IP Unit 2. See NYPSC Case 01-E-0040, Joint Petition of Consolidated
Edison Company of New York, Inc. and Enterg,t Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC, for Authority to Transfer Certain
Generatíng and Related Assets and for Related Relief, "Con Edison Competitive Opportunities Proceeding Divestiture of Nuclear Generating Assets - Joint Petition" (dated January 11, 2001), Exhibit 2, "Generating Plant
and Gas Turbine Asset Purchase and Sale Agreement" (dated November 9, 2000) (hereinafter, "Con Edison Sale
Agreement") at $ 6.08. The definition of the term "Excess Decommissioning Funds" confirms that excess funds are
to be transferred to Con Edison only if decommissioning is addressed through SAFSTOR or a second alternative,
ENTOMB, (1d., $ 1.01.) Given that the Con Edison Sale Agreement provision only addressed those circumstances
in which a DECON approach was not utilized to decommission the IPEC Facility and Holtec will proceed with its
DECON Plan, no funds are to be transferred to Con Edison under this provisiotr of the Con Edison Sale Agreement.
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and support from, the IPEC Facility's existing staff in New York to whom Holtec

will offer

continued employment.

As noted supra, Holtec is Entergy's supplier for transferring spent fuel from the IPEC
Facility's spent fuel pools to dry cask storage on the lndian Point ISFSI. Thus, Holtec will
perform this task irrespective of whether the Holtec Transaction closes. Approval of the Holtec
Transactiono howevero

arrangements

will allow Holtec, HDI, and CDI to implement long-term contracting

for major cost activities such as radioactive waste disposal,

reactor vessel

segmentation, and large component removals at the IPEC Facility site. Utilizing this contracting
approach is an essential component that allows Holtec

decommission

to conservatively use the NDT funds to

the IPEC Facility. Holtec's objective is to complete radiological

decommissioning, restoration, and secure release for the non-ISFSI portions of the site by the
end

of 2036

and, as reflected in the timeline in

Exhibit 3, potentially as early as 2033.36 As

an

outer bound, MIPA provisions are designed to incentivize the decommissioning (other than the
ISFSI) ofthe IPEC Facility and partial site release no later than205l.i7

Specifically, and as illustrated in the schedule included in Exhibit 3, it is projected that,

by mid-2024,lhe spent nuclear fuelwill be safely removed from tl're spent fuelpools and placcd
on the ISFSL The work sequence for the IPEC Facility is Unit 3 dismantlement first due to the
need to create working space, followed by

Unit 2 dismantlement to leverage the lessons learned

on its sister unit, and finally Unit 1 dismantlement due to its geographic location in the center of

36

As addressed in more detail below, the timeframe underlying the steps delineated in Holtec's DECON Plan set
forth in Exhibit 3 directly turns on resolution of certain regulatory issues in accordance with the MIPA.

37

Section 6.a(m) of the MIPA obligates ENIP2, ENIP3 and NAMCo to set forth the Initial Regulatory
Commitments of the Parties, Schedule 6.4(m) then provides, in full, "Decontamination and dismantlement of the
main structures and Partial Site Release of IPEC will occur within thirty (30) years; $25 million in contingent
funding assurance, including deposit in segregated account or fund at year 30, if unable to açhieve."
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the IPEC Facility site and the need to retain certain IP Unit 1 systems that were shared with IP

lJnit2 before it was dismantled toward the end of the effort. Demolition of the Units'structures
willthen commence following their respective dismantlement, with all unit demolition

expected

to be completed by mid-2032.38
The transfer ofthe spent

fuelto the ISFSI

and the ongoing management of fuel stored on

the ISFSI are generally referred to as "spent fuel management" activities. Dismantlement of
plant structures and other activities required to reduce residual radioactivity at the IPEC Facility

to a level that permits termination of the NRC 10 CFR Part 50 operating license for each Unit are

generally referred

to as

"radiological decommissioning"

or

"license termination"

activities. Concurrent with its radiological decommissioning activities over this 15-year period,
Holtec will also perform non-radiological remediation activities at the IPEC Facility site, which
are referred to as

o'site

restoration" activities.

After Holtec completes the radiological decommissioning for all portions of the IPEC
Facility site other than the ISFSI, Holtec plans to request NRC approvalto release the non-ISFSI
portions of the IPEC Facility site from the NRC operating licenses for potential re-use and redevelopment ("partial site release"). Basecl on Holtec's DECON Plan, which was built, itt part,
presuming resolution of regulatory issues in accordance with the MIPA and subject to the cost
assessment set forth therein,

it is Holtec's objective to

secure partial site release by the end

of

2036.

38

See

Exhibit 3. Notably, radiological and non-radiological decommissioning activities often overlap (ø.g., removal

of contaminated waste, such as soils, that contain both radiological and non-radiological pollutants or access to
radiologically contaminated areas requires removal of non-contaminated and/or non-radiologically contaminated
structures), Much of the non-radiological site restoration activities will thus be directly related to, and performed in
conjunction with, radiological decommissioning activities that will be funded from the NDT and completed subject
to the NRC's exclusive authority.
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Following partial site release, Holtec will continue to secure, maintain, and monitor the
spent fuel on the ISFSI r"rntil the DOE

fulfills its obligations to remove the spent fuel from

the

IPEC Facility site for permanent disposal or until the fuel is transferred to an ofÊsite interim
storage

facility. Once the spent nuclear fuel is removed from the site, the ISFSI and related

infrastructure

will be dismantled, final radiological

decommissioning and site restoration

activities will be performed, and the NRC licenses can be terminated.

Holtec's DCE for the IPEC Facility includes the projected license termination, spent fuel
management, and site restoration costs.3e Based on this estimate, Holtec has concluded that
adequate funding is available in the IPEC Facility's

NDT funds to complete license termination,

spent fuel management, and site restoration activities consistent

IV.

with its DECON Plan.

THE TRANSFERS

A.

The Internal Transfers

The two-part transaction

will take place after, inter alia, the conditions

precedent set

forth in the MIPA have been satisfied, including complction of all necessary regulatory

steps.

The first step is an internal Entergy reorganization. As is routine for large companies with

a

significant number of direct and indirect subsidiaries, Entergy often realigns, merges, dissolves,
or otherwise restructures its direct and indirect subsidiaries for a number of reasons, including to

facilitate internal business, administrative, accounting, and operationalactivities.
For internal business purposes and to facilitate the Holtec Transaction, Entergy plans to
execute a series
subsidiaries
assets and

of internal reorganizational

steps involving several indirect, wholly owned

of Entergy Corporation. Shortly before the closing of the Holtec Transaction,

the

liabilities of ENIP2 and ENIP3 will initially be transferred respectively to a new

3e

As reflected in n.5 supra,Holfec's DCE is planned to be submitted to the NRC by December 31, 2019. DCE
information is summarized in Exhibit 3.
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subsidiary of each entity and then to Indian Point
Delaware limited liability companies that

l&2, LLC and Indian Point 3, LLC, two

will be subsidiaries of Merchant

Following the Internal Transfers, the IPEC Facility
Properties,

will

Properties, LLC.

indirectly be owned by Merchant

a holding company that is an indirect, wholly

owned subsidiary

of

Entergy

Corporation, Importantly, at alltimes prior to closing the Holtec Transaction, IP Unit 1, IP Unit
2 and lP Unit 3 will continue to be facilities within the Entergy Corporation corporate structure
and Entergy Corporation

will, at all times prior to the Holtec Transaction, remain the ultimate

parent company.

B. The Holtec Transaction
Pursuant

to the MIPA approved by the boards of directors of Entergy Corporation

and

Holtec International, attached hereto as Exhibit 1, Holtec International, through its subsidiary

NAMCo, will acquire l00o/o of the membership interests of Merchant Properties, LLC in
upstream transfer shortly following consummation

of the Internal Transfers. As a

an

result,

NAMCo will hold the upstream membership interests in the companies owning the IPEC
Facility. Further, as part of the Holtec Transaction, Indian Point

I

and2, LLC will be renamed

Holtec lndian Point 2, LLC ("Holtec IP2") and Indian Point 3, LLC

will

be renamed Holtec

Indian Point 3, LLC ("Holtec IP3"), and NAMCo will merge with Merchant Properties, LLC.

The MIPA also addresses the responsibility for decommissioning the IPEC Facility,
including provisions that detailthe transfer of the IPEC NDT funds to Holtec. Upon completion

of the necessary regulatory steps and the closings of the Internal
Transaction, Holtec IP2 and Holtec IP3

Transfers and Holtec

will be obligated to decommission the IPEC

which will be completed by CDI under the management and oversight of HDI.
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Facility,

The MIPA delineates regulatory consents and/or approvals that must be obtained prior to

closing, together with

a time frame for each, including NRC license transfer approval,

a

declaratory ruling or order from the Commission, and issuance of an enforceable and binding

written agreement with NYSDEC that confirms that it has reviewed and preliminarily approved
the plan for decommissioning submitted by Holtec as consistent with the standards, criteria, or
guidance existing under applicable environmental law or written NYSDEC guidance. Holtec's

ability to execute its DECON Plan consistent with the schedule set forth in Exhibit 3 is directly
contingent upon the timely resolution of these regulatory considerations in accordance with the
framework set forth in the MIPA and in the Holtec PSDAR and DCE.

In addition, prior to closing, HDI and/or CDI will offer employment to all of the Entergy
employees at the IPEC Facility in New York at the time of the Holtec Transaction closing.
Given the extensive scope of work to be completed under the Holtec DECON Plan which must

begin in the near term, more employees

will be required at the IPEC Facility

decommissioning than under continued Entergy ownership, who ideally

will

site for

be existing work

plant personnel.
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THE COMMISSION SHOULD ISSUE A DECLARA'I'ORY RULING
DISCLAIMING JURISDICTION OVtrR, OR ABSTAINING FROM
REVIEW OF, THE TRANSFERS UNDER NYPSL SECTION 70
A.

The Permanently Retired IPEC Facility Will Be Industrial Property
Not Subject To Commission Jurisdiction At The Time Of The
Transfers

NYPSL Section 2 (13) defines an "electric corporation" over which the Commission has
jurisdiction as a corporation "owning, operating, or managing any electric plant..." other than for
selÊuse.ao In turn, NYPSL Section 2 (12) defines "electric plant" over which the Commission
4oNYPSLg2(r3).

5J

has

jurisdiction as equipment and property "owned, used or to be used for or in connection with

or to facilitate the generation, transmission, distribution, sale or furnishing of electricity."al
Under a plain reading of these statutory provisions, a permanently retired generating facility (i.e,,

a facility that no longer can be used for, in connection with, or to facilitate the generation,
transmission, distribution, sale, or furnishing of electricity) is no longer an "electric plant," and,

concomitantly, its owner is no longer an "electric corporation."42 Given that the scope of the

NYPSL, including Section 70, is expressly limited to governing the actions of an electric
corporation and its electric plant, NYPSL Section 70 no longer binds the owners and operator of

the IPEC Facility after it has permanently ceased power operations.a' Becaus. the proposed
transfers

will take

place after all units have been permanently retired, the Transfers are not

subject to Commission jurisdiction.

Commission precedent confirms

this statutory

interpretation. Specifically, the

Commission recently and unambiguously determined, once a generating facility permanently

retires and takes steps that show retirement is irreversible, the facility no longer constitutes
electric plant under the NYPSL and Commission jurisdiction over such facility ..ares.oo In the
Danskammer Order, the Commission considered whether

oTNYPSL

ot

it woultl conl.inue to

have jurisdiction

$ 2 (12).

It is a well-established

principle of statutory construction that "where the statutory language is clear and
[it] should [be] construe[d] so as to give effect to the plain meaning of the words used." Matter of
Manouel v, Bd, of Assessors, 25 N.Y.3d 46, 49, 6 N.Y.S.3d 534, 536, 29 N,E.3d 881, 883 (2015); see also
unambiguous,

McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes $ 94, Comment (3) ("The Legislature is presumed to mean what it
says, and if there is no ambiguity in the act, it is generally construed according to its plain terms.").
a3

Likewise, once permanently retired, the IPEC Facility will no longer manufacture, convey, transport, sell or
distribute electricity, and thus, authority cannot be conferred upon the Commission pursuant to NYPSL Section 5,

44

NYPSC Case 13-E-00 12, et al., Dyneg,, Danskømmer LLC - Petition for Ll/aiver of the Generation Faciliry
Retirement Notice Period and Requesting Other Related Relief, Order Approving Transfer and Authorizing a
Retirement Prior to Expiration of the Notice Period (issued and effective April 22,2013) at 12-13 (hereinafter, the
"Danskammer Order").
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over Dynegy Danskammer LLC's ("Dynegy") 530 MW Danskammer generation facility after its

retirement. The Commission noted that Dynegy provided notice of its intention to discontinue
operations at the Danskammer facility and that, following the facility's retirement, Dynegy
intended

to sell the site and its fixtures to a

salvage company, which would demolish the

facility.as Dynegy maintained that, once the facility was retired, it need not seek Commission
approval for any demolition or salvage activities, including its plan to transfer the facility for
those purposes.a6

Agreeing with Dynegy's position, the Commission expressly confirmed the limits of its

jurisdiction under the NYPSL, frnding, o'after the retirement, the Danskammer equipment
property

will no longer

be electric plant, its owner

will no longer

attd

an electric corporation under

PSL $ 2(13)."47 The Commission emphasized that a key factor in reaching its determination was

that the retirement at issue would be irueversible (i.e., the plant would be dismantled and its
equipment sold for salvage value).48
Based on the facts and circumstances in this case,

will

it is indisputable that the IPEC Facility

be permanently retired on the dates set forth in the Retirement Notice. Entergy is bound by

the IPEC Settlement Agreernent to retile the IPEC Facility. The NYISO studies confirm the
narrowly-defined emergency circumstances set forth in the IPEC Settlement Agreement will not

4s

Id. at l-2.

46

Id. at12.

41

Id. çñnding Dynegy's interpretation that retired facilities may proceed to demolition without further Commission
review was correct under the permanent retirement circumstances presented).

ot

.¿d. Following the creation of a new electric generation capacity zone in New York's Lower Hudson Valley region
but before the Danskammer facility was permanently retired, the PSC stated that the Danskammer retirement
decision should be reconsidered. In the event a new owner decided to retum Danskammer to service, the
Commission established NYPSL Section 70 approval would be required. (See NYPSC Case 13-E-0012, supra,
Order Adopting Emergency Action on A Permanent Basis and Establishing Further Procedures (issued March 28,
20t4).)
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be triggered. System changes and mandated State public policy programs subsequent to these
studies trave

o¡ly further

augmented thc system in Southeastern New

York.

Indeed, even if the

emergency circumstances condition coulcl have beetr met, Entergy alone could not choose to
continue operating the

IP tJnit 2 and IP Unit 3 beyond April 30, 2020 and April 30,2021,

respectively, because the IPEC Settlement Agreement expressly mandates mutual agreement to
extend operations by Entergy andNew
cease operations on

April 30, 2020

and

York. Thus, IP lJnit2 and IP Unit3 will

permanently

April 30, 2021, respectively.

Moreover, once retired, a nuclear generating facility cannot simply be restarted. Per the

IpEC Settlement Agreement, after these units cease producing electricity on the itlentifìed
retirement dates, the spent fuel

will be permanently

removed from the reactors within

approximately four weeks of each unit's retirement. Once Entergy notifies the NRC of the
permanent cessation of operations and the permanent removal of fuel from the reactors, Entergy

will no longer

be authorized to operate the units under its NRC operating licenses.ae Neither unit

can be returned to electric service thereafler without NRC approval.

ln

sum, based on the facts and circumstances here, the IPEC Facility's retirement is

irreversible, Per the MIPA, the Transfers willclose after Unit 3 ccases operatiotts in April,2021.

The IPEC Facility, as a matter

of law, will be industrial property at that time. Thus, the

Commission should find pursuant to the NYPSL's plain language and the Danskammer Order
that it does not have jurisdiction over the Internal Transfers or the Holtec Transaction.

It

bears noting that any jurisdiction the Commission may have sought

to retain over

reports on, and spending of, funds for the decommissioning of non-radioactive plant components

4n

l0

C.F.R. $ 50.82 (a) (2) ("Upon docketing of the certifications for permanent cessation of operations and

permanent removat of fuel from thè reactor vessel . . ., the 10 CFR part 50 license no longer authorizes operation
ihe reactor or emplacement or retention of fuel into the reactor vessel.").
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of

as a condition in the Entergy Lightened Regulation Order50 does not provide a basis for
Commissig¡ juristliutioll over the trausfer of thc IPEC Facility itself or over its orvners follorving
permanent retirement. Even

if, arguendo, the Comrnission could assert its authority following

the cessation of sales of electricity at thc IPEC Facility

not

-

such authority at most could only extend

-

which, as demonstrated supra, it could

to any NDT funds permitted by the NRC to

be

used for site restoration activities, not to matters under NYPSL Article 4'sl

ih. lu*, Commission

precedent, and the facts in this case are

clear. In light of the

foregoing, the Commission should determine that, once permanently retired, the IPEC Facility'
its owners and its licensed operator

þre

and post Transfers) are no longer subject to Commission

jurisdiction under NYPSL Section 70.

B.

Alternatively, Consistent With Recent Commission Determinationso
The Commission Should Abstain From Review of the Transfers
Under NYPSL Section 70

1. The Internal Transfers Are An Intra-Corporate
Reorganization That Does Not Require Review Under
NYPSL Section 70
Should the Commission determine it

will not disclaim jurisdiction over the permanently

retired IPEC Facility, it should issue a declaratory ruling abstaining from rcvicw of the Internal

Transfers under NYPSL Section

70.

The Commission recently issued determinations

reaffrrming that intra-corporate restructurings do not require review under NYPSL Section 70
when the ultimate owner of the jurisdictional facility remains unchanged

s0

See Entergy Lightened Regulation Order at

1

- a determination the

l.

st
See Matter of Nat'l Energt Marketers Ass'n y, N.Y. State Ptú. Sen. Comm'n,33 N.Y.3d 336, 349 (2019) (noting
that because energy service companies "do not fall within the INYPSL's] definition of 'gas corporation' and
,electric corporatión' . . . they are not subject to the [Commission's] direct rate-making authority under Public

Service Law article 4").
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Commission has applied broadly in the intra-corporate context.s2 Specifically, in a proceeding
initiated by a petition fìled by RED-Rochester, LLC, the petitioners sought to transfer interests in
RED-Rochester, LLC, the direct owner

corporate entity.53 Importantly,

of a jurisdictional facility, to a newly-formcd

intra-

in the RED-Rochester Ruling, the Commission found its

precedent applied even under circumstances when the transfer involved interests in the direct

owner itself (i.e., the entity that constitutes the electric corporation under the NYPSL). Focusing

on the fact the restructuring "will not introduce a new owner into the organizational structure,
remove an existing owner, or alter the proportionate shares held by the existing owners," the
Commission relied on its past determinations and found no review under NYPSL Section 70 was
rcquired.sa

Impor.tantly, the Commission has applied this rationale in the context of merchant nuclear

facilities. Specifically, on August 3,2017, the Commission issued a declaratory ruling

that

certain intra-corporate transfers proposed by Exelon Generation Company did not require review
under NYPSL Section 70.ss There, the Commission explained that "inserting a holding company

into . . . an ownership structure upstream from lightly-regulated entities that operate electric plant

st

See e.g, Case 17-M-0072, Joint Petitionfor a Declaratoty Ruling Regarding an Intra-Corporate Restrtrcturing,
Declaratóry Ruling on Intra-Corporate Restructuring (issued March 13, 2017) (hereinafter, "RED-Rochester
Ruling") at 6-7; Case l7-E-00 16, Petition of TC Røvenswood, LLC, TC Ravenswood Services Corp. and Helix
Geneiation for Expedited Approval of a Transfer and Financing Pursuant to Lightened Regulation, Order
Approving Transfer and Subject to Acceptance of Conditions and Making Other Findings (issued April 19, 2017) at

35-36.
s3

,Seø

RED-Rochester Ruling at 6.

to

Id, at 6-7 (citing the PPM Ruling); see also Case No. l6-E-0574, Veri/ìed Joint Petition of Energ Capital
I, LP, et al., Order Approving Transfers and Making Other Findings (issued February 23, 2017) at 16
(explaining that, because "the Restructuring will not introduce a new owner into the organizational structure, remove

Partners

an àxisting owner, or alter the proportionate shares held by the existing o\ty'ners," it is an intra-corporate restructuring
that does not t'equit'e Section 70 review).
s5,See

NYPSC Case 17-M-0302, Petition of Exelon Generation Company, LLCfor a Limited Declaratoty Ruling
that IntraCorporate Restructurings Require No Further Review Under Section 70 of the Public Service Law,
Declaratory Ruling on lntra-Corporate Transactions (issued and effective August 3,2017) at 8-9.
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does not amount

to a transfer under PSL $70 because there is no change in

owners."56 The Commission reaffirmed that the same reasoning applies

. . ultimate

to wholly

intra-

corporate transfers when the companies that own and operate the jurisdictional facilities were
undertaking the internal transfers.5T

While the Internal Transfers involve the transfer of assets to other internal Entergy
entities, the same logic underlying the Commission's past determinations concerning intracorporate transfers

of interests

applies with equal force to the proposed Internal Transfers.

Specificallyo as reflected in this Petition, just prior to the closing of the Holtec Transaction,

Entergy

will

complete an internal reorganization

transfers of IP Units

1,2,

and 3

in a series of

transactions initiating with

from ENIP2 and ENIP3 to limited liability subsidiaries of these

entities and then, through upstream transfers, ultimately to two limited liability companies that
themselves are subsidiaries of a holding company subsidiary

Properties,

LLC. Like

of Entergy Corporation, Merchant

the transfers addressed by the Commission in its recent decisions, the

Internal Transfers are purely intra-corporate, involving only indirect, wholly-owned subsidiaries

of Entergy Corporation. They will not change the ultimate owner of these nuclear assets. In
short, the lnternal Transfers are nothing more than an internal restructuring within Entergy's

multi-layered corporate structure that 'odoes not amount to a transfer under PSL Section 70
because there

is no change in ... ultimate owners."58 Consistent with its precedent regarding

intra-corporate restructurings where the ultimate owner remains the same, the Commission
should thus similarly determine no review of the InternalTransfers is required.

tu

Id.

s7

Id. atg.

s8

Id. at8-9.
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2. The Wallkill Presumption Applies To The
Transaction, And, 'l'hus,
Under NYPSL Section 70

lt

Holtec
Requires No Further Review

In the event the Commission determines it will not disclaim jurisdiction over

the

permanently retired IPEC Facility,

it should find that the Holtec Transaction requires no further

70.

Under the lightened regulatory regime the Commission has

review under NYPSL Section
established

to

address transactions between merchant generators

in New York known as the

Wallkill Presumption, NYPSL Section 70 review is not undertaken for a transfer of upstream
membership interests unless there is a potential for harm to captive ratepayers.sn For transfers

involving merchant generating facilities, the Commission ltas cotrsisteutly made

this

determination by applying a three-prong test that considers whether: (i) the transferee has the
potential to exercise market power following the transaction,
sound, and

(iii) the transferee

(ii) the transferee is financially

is capable of safely operating the facilities.60

The Commission has long applied the Wallkill Presumption to transfers of upstream
ownership interests like the Holtec Transaction. For example, the Commission previously
determined that the

Wallkill Presumption applied to the transfers of membership interests from

entities upstream of the affiliated owners and operators of the Nine

Milc

1, Ninc

Milc 2,

and

teNYPSCCasegl-E-0350,Wallkill GeneratingCompany,L.P.,Order EstablishingRegulatoryRegime(issuedand
effective April 11,1994) (hereinafter, the "Wallkill Order").
uo
See, e.g., NYPSC 17-E-0452, Joint Petition of Exelon Generation Company, LLC and Exelon FitzPatrick, LLC
Pursuant to Section 70 of the New York Public Senice Lawfor Approval of the Transfer of the James A. FitzPatrick
Nuclear Power Plant qnd Relqted Assets andfor a Declaratory Ruling Confirming Continued Lightened Regulation,
Order Approving Transfer (issued and effective November 17,2017) at 9; NYPSC Case 16-E-0472, Joint Petition of
Entergt'Nucleoi FitrPotri"k, LLC and Exelon Generation Company, LLC Pursuant to Section 70 of the New York
Public Senice Law for Approval of the Transfer of the James A, FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant and Related
Assets and for a Declaratory Ruting Continuing Lightened Regulation, Order Approving Transfer and Continuing
Lightened Regulation (issued and effective November 17,2016) (hereinafter, "FitzPatrick Section 70 Proceeding"
and "FitzPatrick Section 70 Order," respectively) at 18-19.
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Ginna nuclear facilities to EDF Development, Inc. and, then, in later orders, also to Exelon
Corporation.6l

The Holtec Transaction falls squarely within the scope of the Wallkill Presumption
because, as discussed above, the Holtec Transaction involves

the inter-corporate transfer of

upstream membership interests. On its face, the Holtec Transaction satisfies the criteria the
Commission has previously applied to determine inter-corporate upstream transfers are in the

public interest because there is no potential for harm to the interests of captive ratepayers,

and

thus, the Commission should determine the Holtec Transaction does not require further review.

ln terms of meeting the Commission's criteria under the Wallkill Presumption, first,
detailed more fully below at Point VI (B)

(l),

as

no market power concerns are implicated because

Holtec cannot artificially increase market clearing prices after it purchases the IPEC Facility,
The Holtec Transaction will take place after the IPEC Facility's permanent retirement, and thus,
there

will indisputably

be no effect on market clearing prices post-transfer.

Second, as demonstrated herein, Holtec is

a leader in the nuclear decommissioning

industry. It has the frnancial and technical capability to decommission the IPEC Facility, it
extensive spent fuel storage experience, and it

will

have the beneht

of

has

lessous learued and the

ability to effìciently schedule available resources as it proceeds with the decommissioning of two
other nuclear facilities on the East Coast.

6r ,See
NYPSC Case 09-E-0055, Constellation Energt Nuclear Group LLC, Nine Mile Point Nuclear LLC, R.E.
Ginna Nuclear Power Plant LLC and EDF Development, Inc,, Declaratory Ruling on Review of a Transfer
Transaction (issued and effective April23,2009) (ruling that the Wallkill Presumption applied to EDF's acquisition
of a 49.99o/o interest in entity upstream of certain limited liability companies that owned and operatetl nuclear
facilities); NYPSC Case 1l-E-0245, Exelon Corporation, Constellation Energt Group, Inc., Constellation Energ,'
Nuclear Group LLC, Nine Mile Point Nuclear LLC, and R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant LLC - Joint Petitionfor a

Declaratory Ruting Regarding a Stock Transaction or, In the Alternative, An Order Approving the Stock
Transactioin, Declaratory Ruling on Review of a Stock Transfer Transaction (issued and effective December 20,
201

l).
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Third, separate and apart from the considerations that are addressed under the Wallkill
Presumption, the Holtec DECON Plan

will allow the IPEC Facility to be decommissioned

(except for the ISFSI) and the site partially returned for useful purposes decades sooner. In its

reports released to date, the IPEC Closure Task Force has focused on identifying potential
opportunities to reuse portions of the site before decommissioning was completed.62 The Joint
Petitioners understand the importance of returning the IPEC Facility site to other purposes and
took that consideration into account in the MIPA. To demonstrate its commitment in this regard,

NAMCo and Holtec International agreed in the MIPA to put forward further financial assurances

if Holtec had not completed decommissioning (other than the ISFSI)
2051.63 Given that transferring the IPEC Facility to Holtec

and partial site release by

will result in a far more expeditious

partial site release, the Holtec sale uniquely will provide considerable benefits to the employees
of the IPEC Facility, the localcommunities, and the citizens of New York State.
For these reasons, the Commission has substantial bases to find that no further review of
the Holtec Transaction is warranted.

62

ut

See IPEC Closure Task Force Report at 27
See supra at

n.37.
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VI.

ALTERNATIVELY, THB TRANSFERS ARE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
AND SHOULD BE APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION UNDER NYPSL
SECTION 70

In the event the Commission determines that it

has jurisdiction and must review the

Transfers unclcr NYPSL Section 70 despite the facts and precedent discussed above,
required

to determine whether the Transfers are in the public interest. To

it is

date, the three-prong

test for merchant generation transfers referenced above has been applied in the context of electric

plant with ongoing operations. Should the Commission determine that it will proceed here and
apply NYPSL Section 70 to industrialproperty, the Commission's longstanding three-prong test

would also form a sound basis to review the Transfers under NYPSL Seotion 70. As set forth in

detail below, the Transfers satisfy the Commission's three-prong test and are in the public
interest. Thus, they should be approved.

A.

The Internal Transfers

As established at length above, the InternalTransfers are simply an internal restructuring

of corporate entities for business purposes designed to facilitate the Holtec Transaction. Entergy
Corporation

will remain the ultimate

parent company of the IPEC Facility after the Internal

Transfers are oompletetl, Beoause the ultinrate ownership of the IPEC Facility

will not change

prior to the Holtec Transaction, all three prongs of the merchant test are satisfied.6a Thus, the
Commission should approve the InternalTransfers under NYPSL Section 70.

6a

Indeed, the obvious answer that results from this inquiry powerfully demonstrates the sound basis of the
Commission's precedent finding intra-corporate transactions do not require review and supports the Commission's
continuation to do so under these circumstances.
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B.

The Holtec Transaction

1.

The Holtec Transaction Does Not Present Market Power Issues

The market power prong of the public interest standard considers whether the purchaser
could use its existing holdings combined with its new acquisition to artificially increase market
clearing prices.65 As discussed above, the IPEC Facility
transferred

will

be permanently retired when

it

is

to Holtec. Thus, the Holtec Transaction cannot result in higher market clearing

prices.

2, Holtec's Site-Specific DCE And Its Decommissioning Analyses

Demonstrate Holtec Has The Financial Wherewithal To
Decommission The IPEC Facility

Holtec's fînancial qualification is supported, first and foremost, by the significant value
of the existing IPEC NDT funds, which exceed $2.1 billion at the time of the frling of this Joint
Petition. Additionally, and as described below, Holtec has further financial assurance in the form

of the receipt of DOE reimbursements (not credited in the decommissioning cash flows due to

NRC requirements) and the backing of Holtec International's ftnancial stability, long-term
performance, and contingent funding commitment. Together, the NDT funds, the DOE,
reimbursements, and the backing of Holtec Internationalprovide adequate financial wherewithal

to allow Holtec to successfully decommission the IPEC Facility.

i.

The

IPEC NDT Funds

The Holtec Transaction is structured such that, on the closing date, NAMCo will acquire
100% of the equity interests in the holding company that owns the entities that hold the current
assets and liabilities formerly owned by ENIP2 and ENIP3 (including, among other assets, the

IPEC Facility and the IPEC NDTs). These licensed owners will be known as Holtec IP2 and
65

See FitzPatrick Section 70 Order at 19-21
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Holtec IP3. The NDT funds for IP Unit

I

and IP

Unit2, including the Provisional Trust, will

maintained by Holtec IP2, and the IP Unit 3 NDT
these companies

will be maintained by Holtec IP3.

will maintain the associated IPEC NDT segregated frorn their other

Each

be

of

assets and

outside their administrative control, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.75(eXl)

As of October 31,2019, the NDT funds had a combined market value of approximately
$2.1

billion. The planned combined

spend

of approximately $2.3 billion through the period of

final site release (in 2062) is expected to leave a combined balance of approximately $263
million in the IPEC NDTs due to trust fund earnings during the entire period of performance,uu
Holtec's IP Unit 1, IP Unit

2

and

IP Unit 3 cost

estimates6T are base<l upon a cletailed, site-

specific cost estimate that provides costs for each projected work activity based upon a'olevel 4

Work Breakdown Structure." Additionally, Holtec's breakdown of work and cost estimates
incorporate subcontractor estimates for reactor segmentation and waste removal. For large
contracts, the selected contractors, including affiliates,

bonds issued by Treasury-rated surety companies

to

will be required to post

guarantee performance

performance

of work

scope.

Thus, a conservative estimate has been prepared that makes use of the'ofleet" model in seeking
corrrpetitive bids for waste disposal and dernolition services.

HDI has prepared Exhibit 3 to this Joint Petition, 'oSchedule & Financial Information for
Decommissioning," which provides financial projections for the duration of the IPEC Facility
decommissioning project and shows the amount of the decommissioning trust funds in the IPEC

NDTs projected at the time of transfer will be adequate to fund the costs of decommissioning the

66
67

See

Exhibit

3.

,See

Exhibit

3.
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IpEC Facility, spent fuel management, and site restoration activities including the eventual costs
for decommissioning the ISFSI.
Specifically, the annualized expense analysis contained in Exhibit
assumed amounts in the IPEC

3 shows that the

NDT funds at the time of the Holtec Transaction closing, with

a

credit for projected earnings assumed ata2o/o real rate of return, are sufficientto fund the entire
estimated cost of decommissioning, spent fuel management, and site restoration activities of the

lpEC Facility. Thus, Holtec has the financial wherewithal based solely on the value of the NDT
funds to decommission the IPEC Facility.

ii.

DOE Recoveries J'or Spent Fuel Management

Consistent with NRC requirements, the annualized cash flows depicted in Exhibit 3 and
discussed above are conservative because they do not take credit

for any proceeds Holtec IP2

and Holtec IP3 expect to recover from the DOE through litigation or settlement

the spent fuel management costs it

dispose

of the IPEC Facility's

will incur

as a result of the DOE's breach

spent nuclear

implications of a longer-term period of storage

of its claims for

of its obligations to

fuel. This source of funds can address the
if the DOE

does not remove the spent fuel in a

timely fashion.

iii.

Holtec International's Long-Term Business and Financial
stability

Holtec International's financial profile

is a

high-performing and internationally-

diversified business portfolio. The preponderance of Holtec International's core business is tied

to

long-term contracts. This business model makes Holtec International's cash flow quite

predictable and increases the accuracy

of

medium-term and long-term financial planning

exercises. With a customer base comprised of large multinational firms, many of whom are
Fortune 500 companies, the risk profìle of Holtec International's contract-to-cash project life
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cycle is extremely low. In addition, Holtec's diversified global presence has added to

its

business portfolio.

Further, Holtec International's intellectual property portfolio confers
competitive advantage on Holtec International, enabling

position in the markets

it

a

tremendous

it to maintain a solid market share

serves. Holtec International maintains deep long-term customer

relationships with some of the largest energy companies in the world and is viewed as a partner
that provides technical solutions.

Together, the conservative cost estimates

to

decommission the IPEC Facility, the

anticipated DOE funds procured through litigation, and the support of a paretrt conlpally that is

committed to long-term growth and projects with a strong financial backing is sufficient to
establish Holtec's financially capable of successfully decommissioning the IPEC Faculty.

3. Holtec International Is An Industry Leader With Sufficient
Technical Capabilities To Decommission The IPEC Facility

Holtec International, with its subsidiaries, is an industry leader with the technical
capabilities to decommission the IPEC Facility. Specifically, Holtec International has developed
spent fuel management technologies, including proto-prompt decommissioning, which enables
spent fuel campaign

to be initiated in as little

as

a

two years after a reactor is shutdown with the

completion in approximately three years after plant shutdown dependent upon plant-specific, fuel
burnup experience. In addition, Holtec International

will

leverage the structure provided by its

strategic intra-corporate paftners and its work at three sites in the Northeast to effectively utilize

equipment and contractors

for the IPEC Facility's decommissioning that have extensive

experience and knowledge of best practices.

For example, Holtec International's ability to support a fleet of decommissioning projects

has been enhanced with the development

of
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internally-produced applications that address

enterprise needs for nuclear document management, project budget controls, and personnel
matters. This investment enables Holtec International to help each new project conserve NDT
funds by being able to turn off expensive enterprise level applications that operating plants use
but are no longer needed once permanent shutdown has been achieved. Similarly, procurement

of replacement services is being managed across the fleet of decommissioning projects with
o'fleet pricing" from vendors. Leveraging its position in.the
common terms and conditions and

decommissioning space

in

these ways allows Holtec

to

produce infrastructure-type

improvements that help to reduce the NDT spend. For example, the removal and segmentation
of the Oyster Creek plant's reactor internals is now underway by CDI with its subcotrtractor. The
lessons learned

by both CDI and the contractor will be rolled forward into the next similar

project scheduled for the Pilgrim facility in2020, As the IPEC Facility's reactor segmentation

work is not scheduled to take place for some time, CDI expects that work to be completed at the
IPEC Facility will benefit from the efficient, safe, and cost-competitive solutions implemented
by its contractors as well as its own internal execution processes as they are revised basetl upttn
these recent experiences.

Holtec International's CDI subsidiary is similarly working with selected vendors to
identify the most competitive offers for demolition activities, waste processing and waste
disposal. Specialty contracts have been let for reactor vessel and internals segmentation as well
as specialty waste storage containers

for the Greater Than Class C ("GTCC") waste that comes

from highly-irradiated reactor internals that will be stored alongside the spent fuel.

Likewise, Holtec International's recognition

of the need for

efflrcient managerial

oversight is exactly why HDI was founded. Specifìcally, to ensure that HDI's management and
technicalsupport organization has sufficient resources (i.e., corporate structure, management and
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technical support organization staff capacities, internal procedures, etc.)

to

conduct

decommissioning activities at multþle sites, HDI utilizes the aforementioned fleet model for
standardÞing processes and procedures at each site and leverages knowledgeable individuals

from other fleet sites. By successfully implementing its model in the decommissioning context,

HDI stands in the unique position of improving safety, increasing productivity, and minimizing
unnecessarily duplicative managerial costs, which ultimately streamlines the decommissioning
process allowing for completion more expeditiously.

More specifically, as it relates to the IPEC Facility, pursuant to a Decommissioning
General Contractor Agreement between HDI and CDI and subject to HDI's oversight a¡td cotttrol
as

the licensed operator, CDI will perform decommissioning activities at the IPEC Facility safely

and securely in support of

HDI's responsibility to maintain the IPEC Facility in compliance with

NRC regulations. CDI personnel have extensive in-depth experience in decommissioning a wide

variety

of

nuclear power plants, research reactorso and other facilities

in technical

areas,

including ALARA, nuclear security, waste mânagement, dismantlement, project management,
regulatory compliance, and environmental protection.

While CDI will be conducting this day-to-day work,

llDI will retain

ultimate decision-

making authority and provide governance and oversight of CDI's performance. To provide the
requisite managerial capabilities and decision-making authority within the organization, HDI is
managed

by Holtec International senior staff. CDI is also staffed with personnel who

considerable nuclear experience

in,

among other things, spent

have

fuel handling and

decommissioning, including personnel with extensive nuclear experience at the Oyster Creek and

Pilgrim facilities who were previously employees of Exelon and Entergy, respectively. Exhibit 2
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sets forth the resumes

of the key Holtec team members expected to work on decommissioning

the IPEC Facility.

To ensure a smooth transition that will keep institutional knowledge intact, HDI plans to
retain an Entergy senior manager for the on-site leadership position of IP Units
President once the Holtec Transaction closes. CDI

2

and 3 Site Vice

will also add to its breadth of expertise by

seeking to continue the employment of all ENOI employees at the IPEC Facility in New York

following the Holtec Transaction closing. In addition to CDI personnel and affiliates, CDI will
subcontract

with industry vendors who have consistently demonstrated expertise in the nuclear

field in the areas of dismantlement and decotnrrtissioning. HDI and CDI will

select

subcontractors using industry vendor evaluation and selection vetting processes. Given its
extensive presence in this space,

HDI and CDI are well-poised to identify and contract with

the

vendors best suited to complete work on time and within budget.

As outlined above, HDI and CDI expect to benefit from, and deploy, lessons learned

as

each project works through the major evolutions of reactor segmentation and large contaminatecl

component removal before proceeding

to open air demolition. In this

manner then, more

effective predictability of schedule and cost can be achieved while simultaneously working to
reduce the radiation exposure from the project and ensure safe and compliant execution

of

the

decommissioning activities.

In sum, given its

extensive experience and its ongoing work at other nuclear sites

engaged in these activities, Holtec offers unparalleled expertise and the ability to more efficiently
proceed to decommission the IPEC Facility.
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C.

The Holtec Transaction Will Lead to the Decommissioning of the
IPEC Facility Decades Sooner

Unlike Holtec, neither Entergy nor any of Entergy Corporation's subsidiaries is primarily
engaged in the decommissioning business. Thus, Entergy cannot position itself

to

address the

decommissioning of the IPEC Facility in the same manner or under the same timeframe as will

result from the consummation of the Holtec Transaction. Specifically, as Entergy affiliates
established

in

proceedings addressing the sale

of the Vermont Yankee facility,

Entergy

Corporation's core business is running a rate-regulated utility and operating nuclear generating
facilities.6s It does not have Holtec's decommissioning and remediation expertise, its intellectual

property, its scope of decommissioning work or its ability to secure contracts for the necessary

work to be completed on terms neàrly as favorable.6e Rather than efficiently

sequencing

activities and being able to utilize equipment over multiple sites, Entergy would be required to
underlake a large soale, one-off application. Pursuaut thereto, Iloltec would be retained to
remove the spent fuel rods from the reactor and put them into storage. Because

it is not in the

decommissioning business, Entergy would then be required to contract entire aspects of the work

to other entities when the time came to

decommission the IPEC Facility, including

decommissioning operations contractor, hut would also have

to oversee their work,

a

thereby

increasing overall decommissioning project costs.70

In contrast, the Holtec Transaction would permit the IPEC Facility to be decommissioned
decades sooner, providing a path designed
68

to directly

address the Task Forceos focus on the

See VTPSB Docket 8880, supra, "summary of Prefiled Testimony

of Steven Scheurich" (dated December

16,

2016) at 18.
un

Id.

'0 Id. at 18-19', see a/so VTPSB Docket 8880, supra, "summary of Prefiled Testimony of Todd D. Smith" (dated
December 16,2016) at 3-6 (highlighting the cost associated with retaining a decommissioning operations contractor
and the drawbacks inherent in adopting that approach).

5l

potential for partial site release and re-use in a far shorter period of time. In fact, consummation

of the Holtec Transaction would manifest one of the opportunities the IPEC Closure Task Force
highlighted

to

support reuse

of the site more expeditiously- to wit, it is a

arrangement between Entergy and a specialty decommissioning company that

contractual

will

result in

decommissioning the IPEC Facility (except the ISFSI) much earlier.Tr As noted by the IPEC
Closure Task Forceo an accelerated decommissioning process producing release and reuse of

a

portion of the IPEC Facility site in a significantly shorter time frame (as established herein,
Holtec's ob.iective is to secure partial release by the end of 2036) will restore the property tax
base

for local communities, drive industry, encourage investment, and create jobs in ways that

cannot be accomplished

if Entergy retains ownership. In turn, Holtec expects to decommission

the balance of the IPEC Facility by the end of 2062 (assuming that the DOE performs its
obligations to remove spent fuel fromthe site). If the Commission does not approve the Holtec
Transaction, these opportunities

will

be squandered.

Because the Holtec Transaction provides a viable path to yield substantial economic and

environmental benefîts to the IPEC Facility's employees, the local communities, and the citizens

of New York State without harming captive ratepayers, it is in the public interest. Thus, in the
event that the Commission determines the Holtec Transaction must be reviewed pursuant to

NYPSL Section 70, the facts and circumstances here warrant approval.

"

See

supraatn.32,
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AS SOON AS POSSIBLE IS
TO IPEC FACILITY
CERTAINTY
CRITICAL TO PROVIDE

VII. A

COMMISSION DETARMINATION

EMPLOYEES ABOUT FUTURE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN
NEW YORK AND FOR HOLTEC TO COORDINATE THE
DECOMMISSIONING OF THE IPEC FACILITY IN THE TIME FRAMES
SET FORTH IN ITS PLAN
Time is of the essence. A declaratory ruling confirming the Commission does not have

jurisdiction over the Holtec Transaction or abstaining from the review thereof or an order
approving the Holtec Transaction under NYPSL Section 70 is a condition precedent

to

its

closing. The parties are preparing to close on the Transfers targeted for May 2021, Obtaining a

timely Commission determination as far in advance of that date as possible is crucial to a number

of factors that directly impact both the

successful transition

of ownership to Holtec and the

successfulcommencement and, ultimately, completion of the Holtec DECON Plan, Four factors

are particularly important: providing certainty

to IPEC Facility employees concerning their

titures in New York, enabling necessary investment by Holtec, allowing fur a sale and eflective
transition from Entergy

to

Holtec, and providing clarity

of

timescales

to allow efficient

coordination of resources and equipment among the IPEC Facility and Holtec's other projects.

A.

Employee Notification and Retention of Jobs in New York

A timely Commission determination is critical for Holtec and Entergy to provide clarity
and understanding to the IPEC Facility's employees as early as possible so that they may make

informed decisions about important future life choices, including continuing to live and work in

New York to support Holtec's DECON Plan. Both Entergy and Holtec want to commence
conversations

with IPEC employees to confirm their positions, compensation, and future role

prospects as early as possible. Their opportunities

will be very

different under Holtec's

accelerated DECON Plan, which creates considerably more openings for existing employees to
stay in New York.
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This desire to communicate sufficiently ahead of closing the transaction goes beyond

Holtec's and Entergy's wish

to "do the right thing" for employees and be professional

employers. It has two very important consequences. First, confidence in advance that the IPEC

Facility will move promptly into decommissioning activities under the Holtec DECON Plan
following permanent retirement will have a significant impact on whether an employee wishes to

join Holtec for the decommissioning process, Second, uncertainty, lack of clarity, and worry

are

factors known to negatively impact human performance. Entergy and Holtec are thus focused on

providing clear, accurate communication as early as possible to ensure that the current high
standards
fo

of performance at the IPEC Facility continue to be maintained both prior to,

and

llowing, its permanent retirement.

B.

Investments

As established above, the Commission's determination is a condition precedent to closing
the Holtec Transaction. Until issued, the resultant uncertainty

will, understandably, significantly

inhibit the investments Holtec can make related to the IPEC Facility. Examples of investments
that are important to be made prior to closing the Holtec Transaction include:

.

Long-lead tirne iterns where orders rnust be placed with supply chain partners for
decommissioning eqr.ripment significantly ahead of when the equipment is
needed.

a

Mobilization of Holtec's decommissioning team to the site, a delay in which will
weaken the level of integration and preparation that can be done and hence
threaten the effrcient hand-over of the IPEC Facility.
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C.

Safe and Effective Transition

A timely Commission determination is also needed to allow sufficient time for important
transition activities, many of which are critical not only to an orderly decommissioning process
but also to health and safety. Examples include:
a

a

The transition of site procedures from Entergy's corporate procedures to Holtec's
site-specific procedures. There are over 1,000 procedures that must be transitioned,
many of which are important to the IPEC Facility's orderly decommissioning and the
health and safety of its employees.

of commercial contracts related to the IPEC Facility's operation from
Entergy to Holtec. These commercial contracts range dramatically in nature from
basic care and maintenance of the site (e.g., snowplowing, grass cutting, etc.) to the
provision of water treatment and purifrcation equipment vital to ongoing water
treatment activity required at the site for safe maintenance of the spent fuelpool. The
The transition

conversion of these contracts is a time-consuming activity and requires a Commission
order before it can be commenced. Many of these contracts will require renegotiation
with the supplier, at a minimum, and some may require replacement given that the
existing contract between Entergy and the vendor cannot simply be transferred in
many cases.
a

The transition of information technology, including hoth hardware and software, from

Entergy to Holtec. This is an onerous task as hardware must be wiped clean and
Entergy's software removed before new software is installed, new network routers are
programmed, and multiple terabytes of data are transferred. Developing plans for
data migration takes time to ensure that both the buyer and seller retain copies of
records to meet their commercial and regulatory needs. Most likely, a new data-line
for the site will also be needed, which is a türther long lead-time item.
a

D.

Finally, the existing workforce's personnel details, particularly payroll details, must
be loaded into Holtec's human resources systems, In addition to this being timeconsuming, its accuracy is criticalto staff morale and perceptions of the quality of the
new organization.It must be performed sufficiently in advance of closing to allow
test payroll runs to be performed and the accuracy of the data migration to be verified.

Allocation of Resources and Equipment

Finally, a timely Commission determination is also important because Holtec
developed an ambitious schedule

has

to decommission the IPEC Facility and allow for partial site

release by the end of 2036. This work

will

be required
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to be conducted in conjunction with

its

decommissioning efforts at the Oyster Creek and Pilgram facilities, its two other former nuclear-

powered electric generation facilities in the Northeast. For example, there is a need for

a

sufficient window of time between the issuance of the Commission's determination and the
closing date, along with certainty of the closing date, for Holtec to effectively plan and allocate
specialist resources and equipment. To ensure Holtec remains on schedule and budget and its

efforts continue to be aligned across the three nuclear sites, Holtec needs a Commission
determination well in advance of closing.

For all of these reasons! a Commission determination on any of the above grounds
requested within the same 12-month time fì"ame requested by the Joint Petitioners in their

is

LTA

filed with the NRC.

VIII.

STATE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REVIEW ACT
Should the Commission fînd it must review the Transfers under NYPSL Section 70, the

Commission is required to determine whether its action in this proceeding may have a significant

impact on the environment under the State Environmental Quality Review Act ("SEQRA"),

Article 8 of the Environmental Conservation Law, and its implementing regulations (6 NYCRR
Part 617 and

l6 NYCRR PartT'). In contrast, SEQRA review is not required if the Commission

issues a declaratory ruling disclaiming jurisdiction over,

or abstaining from review of,

the

Transfers.T2

If SEQRA review must be undertaken here, the proposed action (i.e., approving the
Transfers) would not meet the definition
gg

12

of Type

I

or Type II actions listed in 6 NYCRR

617.4, 617.5, respectively, and 16 NYCRR $7,2 and would, therefore, be classified

See 6

as

NYCRR $ 617.5 (c) (37) ("The following actions are not subject to review under this Part: . . . interpretation

ofan existing code, rule or regulation.").
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"unlisted" under SEQRA. Consistent with the Commission's approach to address past transfers

of

nuclear assets between merchant companies,T3 the Joint Petitioners have completed an

Environmental Assessment Form ("EAF") to facilitate this assessment, attached as Exhibit 4 and
completed with the use of NYSDEC's EAF Mapper application, demonstrating that there

will

be

no significant adverse environmental impacts from the action being proposed in this Joint
Petition.

The lnternal Transfers will not result in any significant adverse environmental changes,
The ultimate owner

will remain the same following the changes in ownership structure within

Entergy Corporation, and the IPEC Facility will be unaffected. Likewise, the Holtec Transaction

will not

have significant adverse environmental impacts. Like Entergy, Holtec

will

be required

to comply with the NRC's decommissioning requirements and applicable State elrvironmental
requirements, Further, as detailed above, the Holtec Transaction

will

lead to decommissioning

of the IPEC Facility and potential reuse of the site decades earlier, and thus, will provide
significant environmental and other benefits. As such, the Commission should determine that
the Transfers

will not have a significant

adverse impact on the environment, adopt a negative

declaration pursuant to SEQRA, and undertake no further environmentalreview.Ta

IX.

NEW YORK STATE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT
Pursuant to Section 202 of the State Administrative Procedure Act ("SAPA"), should the

Commission determine it must review the Transfers under NYPSL Section 70, the Commission's
consideration of the Transfers is a rulemaking requiring that notice be published in the New York
State Register allowing60 days for public comment.Ts To that end, a draft form of notifrcation

t'FitzPatrick Section 70 Order at l7-18

to6NYCRRS6t7.7.
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suitable for publication in the New York State Register pursuant to SAPA is attached hereto

Exhibit

5

" sAPA g 202 (l)
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as

X. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Joint Petitioners respectfully request that the Commission
act as soon as possible but no later than within a 12-month period by issuing: (i) a declaratory

ruling that disclaims jurisdiction over, or abstains from review of, the Transfers under NYPSL
Section 70i or, alternatively, (ii) an order that approves the Transfers under NYPSL Section 70.

Dated: November 21,2019
Albany, New York
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Joint Petition of Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 2, LLC;
Errtergy Nuclear lndian Point 3, LLC; and Nuclear Asset
Management Company, LLC for a Declaratory Ruling
Disclaiming Jurisdiction Over or Abstaining from Review of
the Proposed Transfers or, in the Alternative, an Order
Approving the Proposed Transfels Pursuant to Section 70 of

Case l9-E-

the New York Public Service Law

VERIFICATION
STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

)

)
COUNTY OF HINDS
A, Christopher Bakken,

ss:

)

Ill,

being duly slvorn, deposes and states as follorvs:

I am the President and Chief Executive Officer of Entergy Nuclear lndian Point 2, LLC
and Entergy Nuclear f ndian Point 3, LLC, which are one set of the joirrt petitioners in this
proceeding.
2

lam authorized to sign this verification on behalf of EntergyNuclear lndian Point 2, LLC
and Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3, LLC.

3

I have reviewed the foregoing Joint Petition and the statements of fact contained thelein
pertaining to the Entergy entities, and the transactions addressed in the Joint Petition are
true and correct to the best of my knorvledge, information and belief.

pher
Sworn to and subscribed before me

this 2l 't day of November 2019.
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otary
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a
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Pameia B, Cowan, being duly sworn? deposes ancl states as follows

I

am a member of the Executive Cornmittee for Nuclear Asset Management Company,
LLC, which is one of the joint petitioners in this proceeding.

)

I

am authorized to sign this verification on behalf of Nuclear Asset Management

Company, LLC.
J

have reviewecl the foregoing Joint Petition and the statements of fact contained therein
pertaining to the Floltec entities and the transactions addressed in the Joint Petition are
true and correct to the best of my knowleclge, information and belief.

I

Pamela B. C owan
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 21't day of November 2019.
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